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ED WEILER, Epsilon Omega '71

TAKING THE GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT
CENTER TO NEW

Weiler explains the first images of the Mors landscape.

"By age thirteen I had

decided I wanted to be
an astronomer; I wanted
to go to

Northwestern;

I wanted to work for

NASA. And I did all
those things."

Not many people can say that they ^
have the job they dreamed of having
when they were only 13 years old
- but Dr. Edward J . Weiler, Epsilon
Omega 71, ( Northwestern ) , can
say just that . Said Weiler, “ By age
thirteen I had decided I wanted to
be an astronomer; I wanted to go to
Northwestern; 1 wanted to work for
NASA. And I did all those things.”
And today the Chicago native is
director of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration’s ( NASA)
Goddard Space Flight Center,
where he’s led some of the most
important advances in the history of
astronomy.

Weiler joined Psi Upsilon’s
Epsilon Omega chapter during his
sophomore year at Northwestern.

While at Northwestern , Weiler was
elected to serve as vice president
of the chapter and was also the
Psi U baseball team’s fast pitch
pitcher. In fact, one of Weiler’s
fondest undergraduate memories is
collecting the chapter’s first sports
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trophy in nearly a decade when his
team took 1st place in a baseball
championship.

Weiler recognizes that he learned
“ an awful lot about human
psychology and leading people”
during his days at Psi U. Said Weiler,
“ I’m a leader at NASA and I do a lot
of leadership training. I always shock
them when I tell them I learned most
about what I needed to know about
management and leadership from
my days in the fraternity as vice
president.” Weiler received his Ph .D.
in astrophysics from Northwestern
in 1976. That same year he joined
the Princeton University research
staff and was based at the Goddard
Space Flight Center as the director
of science operations and the
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory3 (Copernicus) . In 1978, he joined
NASA as a staff scientist and
was promoted to the Chief of the
Ultraviolet /Visible and Gravitational
Astrophysics Division in 1979.

When he was just 28, Weiler became a manager at NASA.
His move to science management proved to be a perfect fit and
he never looked back on his former research positions. While his
scientific background proves valuable to his current management
role, Weiler also says that his fraternity management experience,
along with the psychology classes he took at Northwestern , are
perhaps most important. “ On any given day I’m using psychology,”

Weiler said.

In August 2004, Weiler was appointed director of the Goddard Space
Flight Center. Before this position , he had served as the associate
administrator for NASA’s Space Science Enterprise since 1998. Under
his leadership, the Enterprise had numerous successes, including
the Chandra , NEAR, MAP, FUSE , Spitz, Mars Odyssey and Mars
Exploration Rover missions. The successes Weiler helped build have
earned consistent support not only from the Administration, but
from Congress as well , and have secured an unprecedented level of
funding to continue such important space science missions.
Goddard is the center responsible for managing the Hubble Space
Telescope, which Weiler has been working with for 28 years and
recently it was announced that there are plans for a fifth service

I learned most about what I needed to know about management and leadership from my
days in the fraternity
mission to Hubble. Said Weiler, “ I never thought, when I started
working on it , that I’d be able to keep it into retirement , but now I
will . ” In his role as the Hubble Space Telescope chief scientist ,
Weiler acted as the prime scientific spokesperson for the program
and has appeared on a number of national TV programs including,
“ Nightline, ” ‘Today,” “ Good Morning America” and “ 60 Minutes. ”
Weiler and Goddard Space Flight Center are also responsible for
building the next generation of Hubble - the James Web Space
Telescope - which Weiler says will make Hubble look like a toy.

JAY PHELAN, Tau '63

NASA FLIGHT SURGEON
MAN

) retiredfrom the Navy
Jay Phelan, Tau ’63 (University of Pennsylvania
on September1, 2005, and steppedright into a job in Houstonworking for
NASA asa flight surgeonin the Russiasupportprogram. When he wasa Navy
reservistin theearly 1990s, prior to going back on activeduty, hedid his two
weeksof annualtraining in the Flight MedicineClinic at JohnsonSpaceCenter.
Phelangot to know a few people, and maintainedcontactover theyears, partly
becausemanyof them aremembersof theAerospaceMedicalAssociation,
and partly becausefor 12 yearsheworked asa helicopterrescuephysicianfor
shuttlelaunchesand landingsat KennedySpaceCenter.

When he

was

hired,

he immediately
began training for

duty in Russia

could work his

so

he

way

into a twice -yearly
rotation to

Although Phelandoesvirtually all of hiswork for NASA, his employeris
, a major NASA contractor
Wyle Laboratories
. TechnicallyWyle can’t employ
, so
physicianswho seepatientsbecausetheycan’t grant medicalcredentials
he wasactuallyhired by the University of TexasMedicalBranchin Galveston.
Theygrant his credentialsand mostimportantly, they pay him. As a result,
thoughhedoesalmostall hiswork for NASA, heis an assistantprofessorat the
University of TexasMedical Branch (UTMB ) .

Star City.

When Phelanwashired, he immediatelybegantrainingfor duty in Russiaso
hecould work his way into a twice-yearly rotation to StarCity, a military base
aboutan hourand a half northeastof Moscowwherethe Russiansbuilt the
GagarinCosmonautTrainingCenterin the1960s. In addition to all of their
training in Houston, U.S. astronautswho aretraining to go to the International
SpaceStationget many monthsof training at StarCity. Thisis becausemuch
, and manyof them
of theirwork on thestationwill be in the Russiansegment
. The
will be takenup to theStationin thethree-seatRussianSoyuzspacecraft
Soyuzis alsothe rescuevehiclethat remainsdockedto thestationat all times
.
in casethe astronautsandcosmonautshaveto abandonit in an emergency
Conversely
, trainingfor the U.S. systemsis donein Houston.
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Jay Phelan , Tau ’63 (University of Pennsylvania) retired from the Navy
on September 1, 2005, and stepped right into a job in Houston working for
NASA as a flight surgeon in the Russia support program. When he was a Navy
reservist in the early 1990s, prior to going back on active duty, he did his two
weeks of annual training in the Flight Medicine Clinic at Johnson Space Center.
Phelan got to know a few people, and maintained contact over the years, partly
because many of them are members of the Aerospace Medical Association,
and partly because for 12 years he worked as a helicopter rescue physician for
shuttle launches and landings at Kennedy Space Center.

When he was hired,
he immediately
began training for

duty in Russia so he

Although Phelan does virtually all of his work for NASA, his employer is
Wyle Laboratories, a major NASA contractor. Technically Wyle can’t employ
physicians who see patients because they can’t grant medical credentials, so
he was actually hired by the University of Texas Medical Branch in Galveston.
They grant his credentials and most importantly, they pay him. As a result,
though he does almost all his work for NASA, he is an assistant professor at the
University of Texas Medical Branch (UTMB) .

could work his way
into a twice-yearly
rotation to

Star City.

When Phelan was hired , he immediately began training for duty in Russia so
he could work his way into a twice-yearly rotation to Star City, a military base
about an hour and a half northeast of Moscow where the Russians built the
Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center in the 1960s. In addition to all of their
training in Houston , U.S. astronauts who are training to go to the International
Space Station get many months of training at Star City. This is because much
of their work on the station will be in the Russian segment, and many of them
will be taken up to the Station in the three-seat Russian Soyuz spacecraft. The
Soyuz is also the rescue vehicle that remains docked to the station at all times
in case the astronauts and cosmonauts have to abandon it in an emergency.
Conversely, training for the U.S. systems is done in Houston.
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The flight surgeon training is quite extensive and includes learning about all the Station systems and
procedures. “ We’re often in classes with astronauts undergoing the same training. There are many classroom
hours, many computer hours and a number of practical sessions in the Station mock-up at JSC,” Phelan said.
Once he is certified , NASA has annual training requirements in order to remain certified. And , if that isn’t
enough , he has to maintain all of his medical credentials at UTMB, and do all of Wyle’s annual training as
well. The latest word is that NASA wants all seven of the Wyle / UTMB physicians to also train and achieve
certification in all the Space Shuttle systems and procedures. "That will broaden my horizons for sure! We’ll
see if I can keep working that long, ” Phelan said.
Eventually he believes his wife, Bonnie, will tell him enough is enough. As it is, he lives alone in an apartment
in Houston and she lives alone in their house in a suburb of Birmingham. They travel back and forth as often
as time and budget will allow, but eventually they want to actually live together again .

JayPhehn , Jou '63 (University of Pennsylvania ),
lower left, in a low -pressure chamber with
two U. S . astronauts , Shannon Walker , left,
and Chris Cassidy , right. U.S . astronaut Mike
iopez -Alegrio is in the Russian Sokol suit used
for Soyuz launches and landings . He was about
to be tested in the suit for the September 14
launch in a Soyuz to the International Space
Station , where he is its new Commander .
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PSI U NEWS

LEADINGS
Psi Upsilon r p l p b r a t v s
historic Philadelphia

its

<

163 rd Convention i n

The home of the Liberty Bell and cheesesteaks was also home to Psi Upsilon’s 163rd
Convention and 2006 Leadership Institute. Held June 23-26, 2006, brothers and guests
representing 30 chapters enjoyed Convention activities while taking in some of
Philadelphia’s sights as well.

The annual Convention is a time for socializing and learning, and this year was no
exception . Starting on Friday night , delegates and guests were welcomed with a
cookout at the University of Pennsylvania’s Tau chapter house (nicknamed “ the Castle” ) ,
which was hosted by both the Tau and Eta (Lehigh ) chapters. Among other activities,
the guests had the opportunity to tour both the Castle and the Penn campus.

On Saturday, the festivities continued at the Founders’ Society & Scholarship
Luncheon where members of Psi Upsilon’s Founders’ Society were honored .
Additionally, 17 scholarship recipients for 2006-2007 were recognized , with Psi Upsilon
Foundation President, Thomas T. Hanford , Gamma ’62, presenting scholarships to six
recipients present at the luncheon.

The Leadership Institute
The annual Leadership Institute is a valuable asset for Psi Upsilon’s undergraduate
leaders to learn more about leadership and the responsibilities that come with it.
This year, brothers studied data gathered from the AlcoholEdu program that was
implemented in the fall of 2005. This program focuses on the goal of changing the
culture of high risk drinking, and is an essential tool to help educate members on
this important subject.
Additionally, at the Leadership Institute a “ From Brother-to-Brother” session
allowed the values advocated by Psi Upsilon’s founders to be discussed , along with
the discussion of true fraternity life as opposed to the often negative references of
fraternities portrayed by the media. One subject discussed was sexual assault. Alex
Senchak , Eta '06, a trained crisis hotline worker and sexual assault counselor at
Lehigh University, opened a discussion on sexual assault in the campus environment ,
discussing myths versus facts, along with patterns, avoidance and ways to help

survivors.
8

An Evening at the First
City Troop Armory
Convention guests had the opportunity to visit a historical
Philadelphia site when Tau alumni hosted an evening at
the First City Troop Armory on Saturday night, where
they were given a brief history of the First City Troop
Philadelphia Cavalry from trooper Philip C. Timon , Tau
’86. Additionally, guests toured the second floor museum ,
which includes one of the earliest surviving instances of
13 stripes on an American banner.
Entertaining the audience were H. John Henry, Tau ’55,
who delighted everyone with a dramatic poetry recitation,
and Murray Eskenazi, Lambda ’56, who, along with Henry,
led brothers in an evening of songs.

Awards Banquet
The Convention ended on Sunday night with an awards
banquet to celebrate the successes of chapters and
alumni, of which there were many. Awards such as the
Outstanding Junior and Griffin Awards were presented ,
along with chapter awards determined by the Convention.
DR

SAM FAGFR

TAU ' R 1 H. RFC O G N I7 FD WITH THF DISTINGUISHFD A l U M N I SERVICE AWARD

With a record 11 undergraduates and two alumni in
attendance, the Theta Theta chapter accepted the
Diamond Award for Exceptional Chapters, two awards
for academic achievement and one for philanthropy and
service, while the Zeta chapter earned two academic
awards and the Award of Distinction.
Additionally, Dr. Sam Fager, Tau ’81H , was recognized
with the Distinguished Alumni Service Award for his
generosity and wisdom as he helped nurture the moral ,

intellectual and social characters of brothers as an
academic and personal advisor to the members of the
Tau for nearly three decades.

Service

A Success for All

Committed

Leading and learning. Socializing and sightseeing.
All of this and more was accomplished during Psi
Upsilon’s 163rd Convention and 2006 Leadership
Institute. And when over, both brothers and guests
alike considered the experience a success where
they were able to spend a few days witnessing the
true mission of Psi Upsilon.

All year long, Psi Upsilon’s chapters make
significant contributions to their colleges and
universities as well as to their communities and
their country. At the 163rd Convention , the Clasped
Hand Award for Outstanding Philanthropy and
Service was presented to chapters that devoted
significant time and effort to philanthropy and
community service.

to

Xi ( Wesleyan University )
The chapter hosted a dinner for the police and fire
departments in their community attended by dozens
of firefighters and police officers, the chiefs of both
departments, members of the city council and
the mayor.

Phi ( University of Michigan )
30 brothers participated in Relay for Life and the
chapter worked with Alpha Delta Pi to organize a
battle of the bands to raise money for the Therapy
Development Foundation in support of ALS.

Chi ( Cornell University )
The chapter organized events benefiting
Hurricane Katrina victims and the National Guide
Dog Foundation , reconstructed a cemetery for
revolutionary war soldiers and volunteered for the
Cornell Phone-A-Thon.

Beta Beta ( Trinity College )
The chapter participated in Relay for Life and also
held its semiannual Psi U Blood Drive with the
addition of bone marrow typing, adding 40 names to
the National Bone Marrow Registry.

Eta ( Lehigh University )
The chapter organized “ Spooktacular, ” a pumpkin
carving and trick-or-treating event for children in the
Lehigh Valley community.

Theta Theta ( University of Washington )
The chapter donated proceeds from the “ Old
School Days” events to victims of Hurricane
Katrina. Brothers also participated in every sorority
philanthropy event on campus and participated in
Relay for Life.

Epsilon Iota ( Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute )
The chapter hosted a blood drive collecting 64 pints
of blood and raised $2,400 for the American Cancer
Society through Relay for Life.

Phi Delta ( Mary Washington University )
Brothers organized a holiday can drive for a local
food bank and a Hurricane Katrina relief event which
raised $2,350 for a family relocated by the Red Cross.
Additionally, they held a charity bowling tournament
that benefited breast cancer research .

Lambda Sigma ( Pepperdine University )
Brothers volunteered through the year to assist the
Pepperdine Harvest Festival, Ronald McDonald
Foundation , Westward Beach Cleanup, Santa
Barbara Botanical Gardens Cleanup, Camp Kilpatrick
Employment Seminar, Pepperdine Step Forward Day
and Up Till Dawn for St . Jude’s Hospital .

THE CASTLE

Sigma Phi Provisional ( St. Francis University )
Members held a door-to-door food drive in Loretto
and Cresson , Pennsylvania, organized a campus
clean-up and participated in a Red Cross blood
drive. They also volunteer with Plus 2, a mentoring
organization.
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SQUASH

HALL OF

JonathanGolden, Xi ’08

Benjie Messinger
-Barnes, Xi '09

, Chi '09
Edward Panarese
PeteSikora, Xi ’07
Tyler Snell, Xi ’09

SWIMMING
JosephBraunreutherIII , Zeta'08
Brent L Bulter, Zeta’07
Austin Cobb, Phi Delta ’08
ShaneK. Foster, Zeta’07
ChristopherKnape, Zeta’08
PeterLaidlaw, Zeta’07
David McKechnie, Chi ’07
Drew H. Wenzel, Zeta’08
Neil W. Willis , Zeta’08

TENNIS
Vijay Chaudhuri, Xi ’07
Andrew Draznin, Theta’07
Ben Gerdes, Omega’08
GrahamImmerman, Xi ’09
Alex I ^aporte, Iota ’07
StevenD. McGaughey, Zeta’07
Michael Minter, Theta'08
JaafarRizvi, Xi ’09
Erik Underwood, Xi ’09

Matt Chandler, Psi ’08
Chris Choi, Xi ’09
JohnHackert, Omega’09
John King, Xi ’07
Derek Kuwahara, Xi ’09
Brad Litchfield , Xi ’09
Tyler Morgan, Psi ’08

WATER POLO
Erik Underwood, Xi ’09
WRESTLING
Ryan Kay, BetaBeta’08

(Columbia
Swimmer
University) wasinductedinto the ColumbiaUniversity Athletic
Hall of Fameon February18, 2006. His induction to the Columbia
Athletics Hall of Famemarkshis third entranceinto suchan
organization. In 2003, he wasinductedinto both the Metropolitan
Swimming Hall of Fameand the New York City PublicSchools
Athletic League( PSAL) Hall of Fame. Corbisiero, co-captainof his
1983team, set Columbiarecordsin four different eventsand still
holdspool recordsat six leagueaquaticvenues Columbia, Cornell,
Dartmouth, Yale, Army and Navy. A four-time AAU All -American,
Corbisieroset the American recordin the800 freestyle(7:58.50) in
July 1982, while attendingColumbia, and wasrankedin the top 15 in
the world in the 1500freestyleasan undergrad. He wasa member
of the U.S. NationalTeamfrom 1982to 1984. (Source: Bill Steinman,
ColumbiaUniversity Athletics Historian)

—

(University of

California at Berkeley) joined the Cal Athletic
Hall of Fameduring inductionceremonies
on November3, 2006. The new classwas
honoredthe next day during Cal’s homefootball gamevs. UCLA.
Hanifan, a three-yearstarterin the 1950s, led the nation in receiving
with 44 catchesfor 569 yardsin 1954when he wasa first-team
all-conferenceselection. Hanifan playedoneyearin the CFL and
went on to greaterfameasa long-time NFL assistantand head
coach. He wasoffensiveline coachof SuperBowl XXXTV champion

St. Ixmis Rams.
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Corbisiero Inducted into Columbia Athletic Hall of Fame
Swimmer Anthony M . Corbisiero , Lambda ’83 (Columbia
University) was inducted into the Columbia University Athletic
Hall of Fame on February 18, 2006. His induction to the Columbia
Athletics Hall of Fame marks his third entrance into such an
organization. In 2003, he was inducted into both the Metropolitan
Swimming Hall of Fame and the New York City Public Schools
Athletic League ( PSAL) Hall of Fame. Corbisiero, co-captain of his
1983 team , set Columbia records in four different events and still
holds pool records at six league aquatic venues Columbia , Cornell,
Dartmouth , Yale, Army and Navy. A four-time AAU All-American ,
Corbisiero set the American record in the 800 freestyle (7:58.50) in
July 1982, while attending Columbia , and was ranked in the top 15 in
the world in the 1500 freestyle as an undergrad. He was a member
of the U.S. National Team from 1982 to 1984. (Source: Bill Steinman ,
Columbia University Athletics Historian)
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Hanifan Inducted into Cal Athletic Hall of

Fame
Jim Hanifan , Epsilon ’55 (University of
California at Berkeley) joined the Cal Athletic
Hall of Fame during induction ceremonies
on November 3, 2006. The new class was
honored the next day during Cal’s home football game vs. UCLA.
Hanifan , a three-year starter in the 1950s, led the nation in receiving
with 44 catches for 569 yards in 1954 when he was a first-team
all-conference selection. Hanifan played one year in the CFL and
went on to greater fame as a long-time NFL assistant and head
coach. He was offensive line coach of Super Bowl XXXTV champion

St. Ixmis Rams.
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Zemans Inducted into University of Chicago Hall of Fame
Joel Zemans , Omega ’63 ( University of Chicago) was inducted into the University
of Chicago Hall of Fame. Zemans was a two-time men’s basketball All-American who
in 1961 helped lead Chicago to the NCAA College Division national quarter finals in
the program’s first-ever postseason appearance. Zemans currently ranks second on
i
i
the Chicago all-time free throw attempts list and occupies fourth place in free throws
made. Zemans and the seven recent inductees join two Psi Upsilon brothers. Jay
Berwanger, Omega ’37, 1935 Heisman Trophy winner, and legendary football coach , Amos Alonzo
Stagg, Beta (Yale) 1888. The National Association of Basketball Coaches also named Zemans to the
Silver Anniversary All-America Team in 1988 for his 1963 performance. After his impressive basketball
career, he began a successful business career and is currently president of Mid-Town Bank in Chicago.

52

Katsuras Named All-American
Gus Katsuras , Psi ’06 ( Hamilton College) was named All-American ,
NESCAC Player of the Year, all-USCHO Division 111 East Region
first team , and Division III Offensive Player of the Year. He received
conference recognition for four straight years. As team captain and most
valuable player, Katsuras was also among the award winners at Hamilton’s
annual men’s ice hockey awards banquet. His teammates and coaches
voted to name him the team’s most valuable player, an award presented
annually to the player who has contributed to the success of the program
both on and off the ice. Katsuras led the Continentals in goals (18) , assists
(20) and points (38) and ranks fourth all-time at Hamilton in goals.

90-Year-Old Stauffer Sets New World Diving Records
Floyd “ Dal ” Stauffer, Omega ’37 (University of
Chicago) set six new American and world diving records
with his summer performances at the Kaiser Permanente
Summer National Tournament the XI FINA World Masters
Championships. This was the first time a man over 90
competed in the Masters’ dive program. “ These records
will last ,” Stauffer said , “ until someone else lives to 90 and
is dumb enough to go back and dive.” Stauffer said he didn’t practice much due to a spinal stenosis
problem, but diving again was fun and he did not suffer any great damage.

Stauffer was inducted into the International Swimming Hall of Fame in August and was named to the
Omega Chapter’s Hall of Fame during Psi Upsilon’s 162nd Convention in June 2005.
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Iuicrosse Leaders in Finland
David Huoppi Beta Beta ’04 (Trinity College)
and Kris Herrmann, Tau ’08, (University of
Pennsylvania) who met playing lacrosse in
Finland , competed for Team Finland in the World
Championships of lacrosse this past summer.
Herrmann was starting goalie and Huoppi, a first
line midfielder, ended up second on the team
in scoring. Both Huoppi and Hermann hope to
continue competing for Finland.
David Huoppi , Beta Beta ’04 shares his sports
passion with Margaret and Richard Huoppi, Beta
Beta 75. Richard competed on the golf and hockey
teams while an undergraduate at Trinity.
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O U T S T A N D I N G STUDENTS

Chapters Choose Outstanding Juniors of

Every year, each chapter is asked to select a Junior who exemplifies, and shows
commitment to, the values of Psi Upsilon. Those selected as Outstanding Juniors
are awarded an alumni key and certificate, courtesy of the Psi Upsilon Foundation.
2006 OUTSTANDING JUNIORS

THETA, Union College
BETA OWL CLUB, Yale University
GAMMA, Amherst College
ZETA, Dartmouth College
LAMBDA, Columbia University
PSI, Hamilton College
XI, Wesleyan University
UPSILON , University of Rochester
IOTA, Kenyon College
PHI , University of Michigan
OMEGA, University of Chicago
PI, Syracuse University
CHI, Cornell University
BETA BETA, Trinity College
ETA, Lehigh University
TAU, University of Pennyslvania
OMICRON , University of Illinois
THETA THETA, University of Washington
ZETA ZETA, University of British Columbia
EPSILON NU, Michigan State University
GAMMA TAU, Georgia Institute of Technology
CHI DELTA, Duke University
EPSILON IOTA, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute...
PHI DELTA, University of Mary Washington
IAMBDA SIGMA, Pepperdine University
ALPHA OMICRON , NJ Institute of Tech
SIGMA PHI PROVISIONAL, St. Francis University
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Michael Villa
John Ten
Stuart Landesberg
Shane Foster
Alex Severin
Nathan Harris
Andrew Bleeker
Aalok Karambelkar
Andrew Ewing
Chris Melenovsky
Pellumb Kelmendi
Mark Loga
Christopher Minnock
Todd Morrison
Theodore Pandaleon
Ryan O Toole
Nathan Kuehlthau
Joseph Holmes
Michael Schatkoske
Paul Engler
Patrick Decker
Xin Zheng
Damien Vera
Graig Superina

Kenneth Felkel
Christopher Brand
Joel Alex

2006 EXCEPTIONAL
First-Ever Griffin Awards for Senior Excellence

The 162nd Psi Upsilon Convention created this award to recognize members of the senior
delegation who have shown exceptional dedication and commitment to Psi U during their
senior years. The purpose of the award is to maintain and encourage involvement by
undergraduate brothers in their final academic year and to stimulate involvement with the
chapter.

ZETA, Dartmouth College
XI, Wesleyan University
UPSILON , University of Rochester
PHI , University of Michigan
OMEGA, University of Chicago
BETA BETA, Trinity College
THETA THETA, University of Washington
EPSILON NU , Michigan State University ..
CHI DELTA, Duke University
ALPHA OMICRON , New Jersey

Kemper Diehl
Tobias Wasser
Sudip Lahiri
Ben Eichel
Nate Wackman
Richard Howe
Sean Troup
Kevin Aoun
Paul Wrayno

Institute of Technology

Brian Castelli

EXCELLENCE

/

GRIFFIN AWARDS FOR SENIOR EXCELLENCE
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REMEMBERING BROTHERS

Gone but Not Forgotten: Honoring a Fallen

Possibly the most important component of the Psi Upsilon experience is the
strong bond brothers make and keep with each other throughout their lives.
This quality was evident on May 1, 2006, when Psi Upsilon brothers honored
Arthur .!. Abramoff , Delta '63 ( NYU ) , by dedicating a terrace to him at New York
University’s Helen and Martin Kimmel Center - nearly 40 years after his death .

Art, a first lieutenant and pilot in the United States Air Force, died on January
20, 1967, when the plane he piloted was shot down over South Vietnam. Only 25
years old when he died, Art left behind a wife, Jane, and two children , daughter
Karen , who was 3-years old at the time, and son Billy, who was 2.
Organized chiefly through the efforts of Art’s good friend , Peter Howley, Delta
members and dignitaries to
honor Art’s service to his country while simultaneously celebrating his life. Said
Howley, an Air Force veteran and emcee of the event, “ I was hoping for maybe
10 or 15 people. Instead, we had over 50. It was really something special.”
’62, this dedication brought together friends, family

ARTHUR J . ABRAMOFF, DELTA '63

The dedication also served as a reminder of the sacrifice made by Art and
others who serve our country. NYU representative President Emeritus L. Jay
Oliva said , “ Students here today need to know of the sacrifice made by Art
Abramoff and so many others. They need to know that freedom isn’t free and
that many gave their lives so that we can enjoy the freedoms of this country.”
Retired USAF Colonel , Dr. DeVere Henderson , served with Art in Vietnam and
gave an emotional speech at the dedication. “ We were contemporaries,” said Dr.
Henderson . “ There’s no other place I’d be except here for this dedication. It’s a
tremendous honor.”

Dr. Henderson was part of the rescue mission to find Art and Lt. Hull, the other
pilot with him when they were shot down. Hull was badly injured , but saved.
“ We got the one man out , ” Dr. Henderson recalled with a shaky voice, and
although he was unable to continue, he received an ovation from his audience
nonetheless.
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During the dedication , Howley presented
Oliva with a framed photo of Art, which
hangs in the hallway directly in front of the
dedicated terrace. Psi Upsilon brothers sang
several songs, closing with “ the Shrine Song.”

Colonel Jonathan Meyer, who served with Art
in Vietnam , performed his ballad “ A Death in
the Dak Na Valley,” about Art’s service to his
squadron.

After an invocation by Henry Poor, Gamma
many stories were shared from Art’s
loved ones and the afternoon concluded with
a toast by his nephew, Michael Lamberti. Also
attending the dedication was Psi Upsilon’s
Executive Director, Mark Williams, Phi 76,
who observed that, “ During the '60s and 70s,
returning servicemen were not often honored
for their service. In our own small way, that is
what we are doing today.”
’39,

- enormous commitment to
their friends, to their brothers,
to their loved ones and to their
country.”
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Psi U members’ devotion to one another was
no surprise to Oliva. Speaking of his early
days on the NYU campus, Oliva shared his
impression of Psi Upsilon , saying, “ What
I remember most of all is the friendship
and commitment that came out of Psi U
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and others who serve our country.

PSI UPSILON BROTHERS W I L L NEVER
FORGET O N E A N O T H E R , EVEN AFTER

M A N Y YEARS H A V E PASSED .
Roy Ludwin, Delta '61, Pete Howley, Delta ‘62, El Halsey, Delta '58 and Rocke Gaston, Dellta '61
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IN MEMORIAM

"W i t h

sore

and stricken hearts we
today a brother fell /

Losing a brother is never easy, but in the true spirit of Psi Upsilon fellowship, we know that
our lost brothers may be gone - but gone does not mean forgotten.

Listed here are brothers whose deaths were reported between December 16, 2005, and December 8,
2006. Submitted obituaries are posted on the Psi U web site at www.psiu.org/ fr / memoriamindex.html.
THETA
Union College
James A. Brooks III , ’65
Philip V. Buckley Jr., ’64
John J . Cassidy, '53
V. David Demarest Jr., ’49
Austin M. Fox, ’35
Walter L. Horstman , ’37
Robert C. Walter, '39

DELTA
New York University
Ralph A. Ebel, ’35
William J . Eckel , ’40
Matthew Kammenzind , ’50
Aldo P. Masciana, ’79
Anthony D. Nolletti , ’67
BETA
Yale University
John Woodruff Ewell, ’32

SIGMA
BrownU niversity
James W. Brett , '50
John D. Squier, ’49

(12/ 05)
(5/ 4 / 06)
(7/ 16/ 06)
(6/10/ 06)
(12/ 26/ 96)
(1 / 18/06)
(8/ 05)

(2/ 1/ 05)
(5/1/ 05)
(2006)
(7/ 06)
(2/9/ 03)

(7/ 23/ 01)

(2006)
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(7/ 28/ 05)

ZETA
Dartmouth College
John T. Batchelder, ’55
John A. Boynton , ’39
Leonard Britton , ’49
Esmond R. Crowley, ’41
Harry M . Dunlap, ’52
Robert Kirk, '42
Reynolds Moulton Jr., ’60
David Putnam , ’36
Samuel C. Wakefield , ’38

(4 / 7/ 06)
(8/ 2/06)
(3/ 31/ 06)
(5/ 26/ 06)
(2006)
(8/8/ 06)
(3/5/ 06)
(3/ 1/ 06)
(4 / 7/ 06)

KAPPA
Bowdoin College
Warren P Litchfield , ’36

PSI
Hamilton College
John E. Adamson Jr., ’37
David Rosencrans, ’43
James A. Sontheimer, ’50
John S. Warren, ’49

(1/02)

(12/ 4 / 05)
(7/19/ 01)
(1/ 14/ 06)

XI

GAMMA

Amherst College
Julius Allen PhD, ’60
William E. Ball, '44
Robert T. Breed , ’37
Frederic B. Breed , ’39
Melbourne Browning, ’37
William H . Jewett , '58
Edward H . Lerchen , ’42

Christopher G. Rafferty, ’74
James Ruthenburg, ’40

(2/10 / 05)
(1/ 20/ 00)

(2/ 10/ 06)
(1/1/ 06)
(12/ 05)

Wesleyan University
W. Cox Jr., ’55
Robert Wm. Craig, ’37
Robert I. Laggren Jr., ’43
Ralph E. Richardson , ’51
H. Gerard Siek Jr., ’49
Joseph W. Supp, ’43
James D. Thompson, ’28
William A. Wintter, ’43

(2006)
(3/16/06)
(4/01)

(7/ 20 / 05)
(5/ 21/ 05)

UPSILON

Winston Hall, ’33

University of Rochester
(6/ 4 / 06)
Albert Baker, ’61
(4 / 24 / 05)
Henry A. Draggett, ’47
(2/ 26/ 05)
Robert Edgerton , ’40
(2/ 20/ 06)
Robert E. Kennedy, ’43

Lehigh University
Lewis H . Clewell, ’78
William Gallagher, ’51

IOTA

TAU

Kenyon College
John M . Anderson , ’60
Richard D. Flinn, ’52
Stanley A. Krok Jr., ’57

University of Pennsylvania
(5/2/ 06)
Richard De Mott, ’42
’
(12/ 5/ 05)
Ashley G. Dormeuil, 71
Frederick McGourty, ’59 (4 /27/ 06)
(8/ 3/05)
Carl J . Suedhoffjr., ’48

(5/04)
(8/ 23/ 05)

Thomas N . McCracken , ’44
(1/ 22/ 06)
Richard W. Penn , ’43
David L. Stridsberg, ’60
(11/ 28/ 04)
Edmund T. Weiant , ’46

PHI
University of Michigan
(8/ 11/ 06)
James H. Field, ’62
M . Lloyd Jones, '50
(2005)
Robert H . Jones, ’48
John P Littig, ’56
(2/13/ 06)
Robert Mitchell, ’39
(
’
,
Russell Mustard Jr. 56
3/30/93)
(8/ 4 / 06)
John M . Shaw, ’60
Carroll R. Taber, ’56

OMEGA
University of Chicago
James G. Bell, '40
John R. Bonniwell, ’39
Donald F. McBride, '46

(3/ 22/ 06)
(11/ 28/ 05)
(6/8/ 05)

PI
Syracuse University’
Donald L. Flagg, ’45
Scott T. Kartiganer, ’77
Horton L. Murray, ’69
Gardner N. Soule, ’43

(6/8/ 06)
(7/9/ 04)
(3/ 17/ 06)
(9/ 4 /06)

CHI
Cornell University
Damon Boynton , ’31
Karl A. Foster, ’59
WalterS. Schmidt Jr., ’45

(8/ 86)
(2/ 17/ 06)
(2006)

BETA BETA
Trinity College
Frank H . Boos III, ’57
William A. Gordon III , ’49

(5/ 9/ 06)
(2003)

(8/ 24 / 99)

Robert Stauff, ’37
Richard N. Talcott, ’40

(9/02/ 06)
(9/ 05)

ETA

(5/ 14 / 06)

MU
University of Minnesota
(11/ 05)
Kenneth M . Boyum , ’49
(10 /8/ 04)
Richard L. Clayton , ’42
Donald L. Hauck , ’51
(2006)
Horace E. Hitch Jr., ’42
Charles E Kelly, ’44

RHO
University of Wisconsin
William Fleming, ’50
Charles M. Herman , ’58

(7/1/ 06)
(12/ 05)

EPSILON
University of California at
Berkeley
(6/15/ 02)
Alden T. Mackay, ’44

OMICRON
University of Illinois
R. Clayton Ainsworth , ’37 (11/ 11/ 03)
(6/ 10/ 06)
Charles Hotze, ’41
(2/07/06)
’
William W. Meyer Jr., 50
(3/9/ 06)
Robert Pfeiffer, ’62

ZETA ZETA
University of British Columbia
(2006)
Carey Bokser, ’94
Benjamin M. Lawson , ’35 (12 / 29/ 04)
(2006)
Rodney Poisson , ’35
(1/ 06)
Lawrence J. Wallace, ’38

EPSILON NU
Michigan State University
(1/26/ 06)
Thomas McGurrin , ’44
(3/26/06)
Albert D. Trager, ’41
(10 / 27/ 05)
Karl Zint , ’51

EPSILON OMEGA
Northwestern University
(3/ 30/ 06)
J . Mark Nielsen , ’52
Henry Theobald , ’53
(11/24 / 05)
Richard M . Smith , ’54

NU ALPHA
Washington & Lee University
(8/ 10/05)
Douglas W. Darby, ’76

CORRECTION:
Lee Tolley, Rho ' 54 and F. Morgan
Palmer Jr. , Beta Beta ' 60 are both
alive and well. Brother Tolley lives in
Colorado and Brother Palmer lives in
New York . We sincerely apologize for
previous reporting errors.

DELTA DELTA
Williams College
John A. Donovan Jr., ’63 (11/ 21/05)
(11/19/ 05)
Louis J. Hector, ’38
’
(7/ 2/ 05)
Allan E. MacNicol Jr., 52
(2005)
Walter J . Matt Jr., ’60
THETA THETA
University of Washington
(2/6/06)
William A Baker, '60
(
’
,
1/29/ 06)
Frank Howard 53
(2/ 10/ 06)
Dean W. Ingram , ’61
(2006)
A. William Pratt , '48
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FOUNDATION

HENRY POOR ' S
RICH COMMITMENT
7

When Henry Poor joined the

placed on humility, honesty

Amherst College Gamma

and brotherhood . During his

Chapter of Psi Upsilon his

31 years in secondary educa-

freshman year, he did so with

tion , Henry still kept in close

reluctance. “ I was initially

contact with Psi Upsilon , serv-

opposed because my father

ing on the Gamma Chapter

and two older brothers, both

Corporation and eventually the

undergraduates, were in Psi U

Executive Council. It was at the

and I wanted to make it on my

start of the Vietnam War that

own ,” he says. But now at age

he felt compelled to be even

89, Henry realizes that joining

more active with Psi U. Said

Psi U was actually one of the

Henry, “ What I really wanted

most influential decisions of

to do was to get close to the

his life. “ Psi U really served

undergraduates - get under

as a safety net,” he says. “ If

their skin and really help them

I made a mistake, the other

in this confusing time.” So he

brothers were there - not

left his job in secondary educa-

brothers were

to knock me down , but to help

tion to work for Psi Upsilon ,

there —

me get back on my feet.”

eventually becoming Executive

"If I made a

mistake, the other

not to

knock me down,
but to help me get

back on my feet."

Director of both the Fraternity

While in college, Henry made

and the Foundation , where he

lifelong friends at Psi U while

remained for almost 19 years.

also learning life-defining
lessons, including the values
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"Henry's bequest

wil

incredible legacy he built during
his lifetime will continue
f o r g e n e r a t i o n s t o c o m e."
- M a r k D . B a u e r, O m e g a
ensure that the

'8 3 (University of Chic a g o ),

Executive Council

Henry continues his commitment to Psi U through volunteering and running the Ambassador Program

out of his home. Throughout the years, Henry has also been a loyal supporter of Psi U through the
Annual Fund and special appeals, and he continues his generosity by naming the Foundation in his will ,
making him a member of the Schoepflin Society. “ This is what I call an investment - it’s an investment in

young people,” Henry says. “ My objective is simply for Psi Upsilon to make a difference in their lives.”

So what’s Henry’s vision for Psi U ? He wants it to keep growing, both in number of chapters and members, as well as in staff to provide more interpersonal contact with undergraduates. “ My hopes are for

more and more young people to experience Psi U making a difference,” Henry says. “ There are so many
good things Psi U does now and there’s so much more we could do!”
Henry Poor’s commitment to Psi Upsilon is one that has not gone ignored. Because of his contributions,

countless Psi U brothers have had , and will continue to have, innumerable opportunities not just to lead

and learn , but to grow and thrive.
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NEWS

Undergraduate & Alumn
Have news you want to share? Send news and photographs for publication to: The DIAMOND,
,
3003 East 96 h Street, Indianapolis, IN 46240. Or fax: 317-844-5170. Or e-mail: intl_ofc @ psiu .org.

X

BETA OWL CLUB
Yale University
Members of the Beta Owl Club are working
toward achieving chapter status.

Brothers have been keeping busy
organizing a new big brother
mentoring program that invites
underprivileged children to spend a
day using Union College facilities.
Additionally, brothers organized
a campus-wide roundtable discussion
of issues surrounding racial and
religious discrimination on campus.

x

X

THETA
Union College

GAMMA

Launching a new website, www.
psiulambda.com. was among Lambda
chapter’s accomplishments.

Charles C. Abut ’65 was selected by
his peers for inclusion in Best lawyers
in America for the seventh consecutive
year (’00-’06) , New York Magazine’s
'
Lop New York Area lawyers (2006)
and New Jersey Monthly Magazine’s
Top 100 Super Lawyers (2006) .

x

Amherst College

When General Manager of the Boston
Red Sox, Theo Epstein , took a brief
hiatus last season , Ben Cherington
’96 was named co-General Manager of
the Sox. Cherington was promoted to
the position of vice president of player
personnel when Epstein returned .
Angelo J. Devita 78 joined Jefferson
Health System as a vice president for
joint ventures.

x
INDY PRO SERIES TITLE
Sam Schmidt Motorsports founder Sam
Schmidt, Lambda Sigma '86 ( Pepperdine),
celebrates his team's second Indy Pro Series
title with driver Jay Howard, who earned a third
place finish to take the 2006 title ahead of
teammate Jonathan Klein and defending series
champion Wade Cunningham.

ZETA
Dartmouth College

New Jersey State Senator Lorn Kean

Jr. ’90, made an unsuccessful bid for
the U.S. Senate in the 2006 elections .
Kean ’s father, Thomas H. Kean Sr., is
the former governor of New Jersey
and chair of the 9/11 Commission .

Karl Johnson '06 won the NCAA men’s
slalom title in March .

LAMBDA
Columbia University

d

PSI
Hamilton College

Learning patience, discipline and
courage, Psi U hockey team members
took turns as a cross country running
partner for an autistic high school
sophomore. Inspired by their coach ,
the brothers helped train the autistic
student and helped him maintain his
path on the cross country course.

Matthew Crowson ’09 completed
an internship at the Ottawa Heart
Institute, where he was on a team
whose research dealt with cardiac
genetics. Crowson ’s team ’s research
will be used in discovering new
treatments for MS and cardiac
problems.
Brothers participated in the eighth
Annual AIDS Hike for Life in Utica;
Clean Up Clinton; and America’s
Greatest Heart Run / Walk for the
American Heart Association .

Jack Zouharyn 73 was confirmed as
U.S. District Judge for the Northern
District of Ohio.
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Psi U alumni from the class of 1980
sponsored a website (www.tad -kuhn .
mernory-of.com ) in memory of

Tad Kuhn ’81. In September 2005,
Kuhn died of auto-immune hemolytic
anemia , leaving his wife Karyn and two
sons. The website features photos and
remembrances, as well as the opportunity
to contribute to the memorial fund to
benefit his sons’ educations. Peter Mead
'
80 said that as a result of the fundraising
effort he has connected with brothers he
had not spoken with in a number of years.
Said Mead , “ I truly believe Brother Kuhn
would have appreciated that.”

X

XI
S Wesleyan

University

X

UPSILON
University of Rochester

John C. Herbert '68 recently completed

writing a novel. Retired in December of
2004, Herbert says that writing his novel
was one of the most fulfilling things he
has ever accomplished and he plans on
beginning another novel soon .

Mike Jones 76 and Joel Beckman 76 are
both currently serving as trustees of the
University of Rochester.

x
WM IOTA

'

Kenyon College

The Xi chapter hosted a seminar
addressing Wesleyan ’s liberal stigma.
Speakers included admissions officers
and student government members, as
well as students and administrators on the
diversity committee.
TTie Winchester Award was presented to
Professor Barry Chernoff in recognition
of his outstanding teaching and support
for students both in and out of the
classroom. An awards dinner featured
a presentation by Professor Chernoff
on the aquatic life of the Amazon River,
along with speeches honoring Caleb T.
Winchester Xi, 1872.
40 percent of the sophomore and junior
members of the Wesleyan Student
Assembly are Psi U brothers. Archon ,
JZ Golden ’08 is treasurer of the student
budgetary committee; Andrew Bleeker
’07 serves on the Wesleyan honor board ;
and Matt Carey ’07 sits on the student
judicial board .

The chapter has participated in several
service projects, including Habitat
for Humanity; Connecticut Trail
Maintenance; Middletown North End
Community Clean-Up; and Wesleyan ’s
fake Back the Night event for sexual
assault victims. Additionally, brothers
have served several meals at a local
soup kitchen.
Eugene E. Baptiste ’04 is working in
Direct Care with DCF children while in
pursuit of his teaching certificate. Living
in Middletown , Connecticut , Baptiste is a
sergeant in the U.S. Army Reserve.

In terms of points scored. Matt Formato
06 is ranked as one of the top five Kenyon
basketball players.

’

ZETA BROTHERS FIGHT CANCER WITH
RELAY FOR LIFE
11 Zeta brothers walked to raise money
for cancer research through Relay for Life at
Dartmouth. Dick Birnie, Zeto '66, saw the Psi
U letters and approached the team. Birnie, who
fought cancer for four years, was encouraged by
their support.

John L Owen III ’68 is enrolled in
graduate school to complete his master’s
degree, which was long-ago interrupted .
He is also teaching a course as a graduate

assistant.

x

.•

PHI

P; University of Michigan

Two days before Hurricane Katrina hit ,
Arthur D. Darden , Jr. ’69 and his wife,
son , dog and cat evacuated New Orleans
to stay in the second home of friends
in North Carolina. After three weeks,
Darden returned to New Orleans to
find their house intact with no flooding,
suffering only chimney and roof
damage. Darden said , “ New Orleans is
certainly a different city now and it will
probably never be the same as it was.
Unfortunately, to the east and southeast
of the city proper there is extreme
devastation and these areas may never be
rebuilt.”

X

SIGMA OLD GUARD
Musicians entertained the Sigma reunion crowd
during Brown University Homecoming last fall in

Providence, Rhode Island.

OMEGA
University of Chicago

The Omega chapter continues to contact
professors to organize lecture/ discussion
events at the house. Each event involves
a talk followed by a Q& A session , along
with a dinner with the professors.
Phil Caruso ’07 served as the student
government vice president of
administration during the 2005-2006 year.

PUBLIC RELATIONS VP

John Musella, Beta Kappa '98 ( Washington
State University), is Vice President of MWW
Group, one of the top-10 public relations firms
in the U.S.
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BETA KAPPA ALUMNI IN CHINA
In late January , Kristopher Baier, Beta Kappa '98 ( Washington State University ), traveled to
Shanghai to visit Bart Kryger, Beta Kappa '98, who teaches vocal music at the Hongqiao Campus
of Shanghai Community International School in China . He works with preschool through 8 th grade
and will expand to 1 Oth grade next year . Brother Kryger says teaching has been challenging
because his previous teaching experience was with grades 6 -12 and college students .

PHI MED STUDENTS ON INTERNATIONAL HEALTH MISSION
John Kurap, Phi '02 (University of Michigan ), and Kevin Messacar , Phi '03, are in Mbita, on the
coast of Lake Victoria in Africa working with the International Medical Corps to extend their HIV/
AIDS program from the mainland to the islands . They take weeklong excursions from island to
island to make contact with local leaders and administer surveys on HIV attitudes and access to
care . John is a third-year medical student at the American University of the Carribean , considering
a career in infectious disease or pediatrics . Kevin is a fourth-year medical student at the University
of Michigan , considering a career in pediatrics . The two grew up only a few houses apart in
Grosse Pointe , Michigan. Their interest in international health began on a mission trip to the
Philippines in 2001 . Both were motivated to return to the developing world to work to change
the inequities they encountered . Kurap traveled to Kendu Bay, Kenya , with Operation Crossroads
in 2003 and Messacar worked with the St. Jude Children 's Hospital International Outreach
Program in 2004 . Both Messacar and Kurap highly recommend that any university student travel
outside of their comfort zone and see the world outside of the U.S. and
Europe . Learn more about the experiences of Brother Kurap and Brother Messacar at
http ://operotionalmaata .blogspot .com /

SENCHAK EARNS TWO STUDENT LIFE LEADERSHIP AWARDS
At Lehigh 's annual Student Life Leadership Awards dinner , Alex Senchak , Eta '06 (Lehigh University ), was awarded two prestigious awards
for his work on the Lehigh University Campus during his four years as a student . Brother Senchak was one of 26 students who received
the Contribution to Student Life Award for "those graduating seniors who have significantly contributed to the improvement of the quality
of student life during their years at Lehigh . " He was also one of two students honored with the University Service Award, one of the
highest undergraduate awards presented . This award recognizes "the senior whose influence , ideals and activities have been devoted
unselfishly to serve the best interests of his or her alma mater and fellow students ." Greek Life Coordinator Ryan Lovell said , "I have had
the pleasure of working with Alex for the past two years and he has been a phenomenal student leader ."

PHI BETA / PHI DELTA CHARITY BENEFITS PEDIATRIC AIDS FOUNDATION
Brothers of the Phi Beta (Colllege of William & Mary ) and Phi Delta (Mary Washington
Uniaversity ) hosted a Washington , D.C. Metro Area Psi Upsilon Charity Event in Arlington,
Virginia on April 25 . The evening included networking and a fundraiser for the Pediatric AIDS
Foundation . All area alumni were invited and alumni from the Chi Delta (Duke University ) and
Omega (University of Chicago ) joined alumni from both the Phi Delta and Phi Beta . Phi Delta
Brothers L-R: Robert P. Eidson '01, John P. Carter '97 and Matthew J. Clark '05 .

\
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THETA EPSILON BROTHER WAS UNKNOWN USC MASCOT
The recent search for Theta Epsilon memorabilia brought to light the story of the one -time appearance of former
chapter president Art Gontier, Theta Epsilon '56, as the University of Southern California 's Tommy the Trojan riding
a white horse . Gontier was a member of the Knights Spirit committee that decided to rent a horse for the mascot .
The recruited rider backed out at the last minute and Gontier , the only member of the committee who had ever
ridden a horse , stepped up . Though their rag -tag appearance drew ridicule , the idea of the horse and rider was well
received . For the next game , a more accomplished USC rider volunteered with his state fair gold-medal winning
white horse . The pair performed until retiring in 1959 . Though Brother Gontiers identity was closely guarded due to
embarrassment at the time, he speaks fondly of the experience and is proud of being part of such a great tradition .
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Continued from page 28

Brand Laboratory. McKechnie is also
a number one breaststroke swimmer
for the men’s swim team.

PHI CHAPTER SENIOR NIGHT
Undergraduates at the Phi Chapter ( University
of Michigan ) honored seniors who graduated
on the last weekend in April.

Christopher Minnock ’07 is a
member of the judicial board of IFC,
a member of the Order of Omega
and a peer presenter for Sexual

Health Awareness for Greeks.

x
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BETA BETA
Trinity College

LVrfJ

At the Beta Beta chapter, major
improvements were made to the
brothers’ room on the third floor,
as well as to the second floor
bathrooms. Additionally, new doors
were installed on every double in the
house.

LAMBDAS CELEBRATE 50TH REUNION
Lambda ( Columbia ) brothers and wives from
the class of 1956 at their 50th reunion on June
9. L-R: Axel Heyman, Chuck Aitcheson, Murray
Eskenazi, Doris Eskenazi, Kirby Warren, Ingrid
Warren, Janine Heyman.

PHI DELTA CHAPTER'S SIXTH
ANNUAL UNDERGRADUATE / ALUMNI
FOOTBALL GAME

The Phi Delta chapter held their sixth annual
undergraduate/alumni football game. The
alumni won the game 27-25. Members of the
school and the community, as well os family
and friends, came out for the event. After the
game, MVP players were awarded to one
alumnus, Mike DiSalvo, Phi Delta '01, and one
undergraduate, Alex Coppelman, Phi Delta '06.
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Alexander Knote ’07 and Peter
Anderson ’07 headed the newlycreated Boys & Girls Club /Trinity
Learn to Swim Program at the
Trinity Natatorium . Held weekly for
15-20 Hartford children ranging from
ages 6-12, the program is intended to
improve swimming skills in the pool.

Professor George D. Gallo is the
Beta Beta’s new academic advisor.
Gallo has taught political science
at Trinity College since 2001 and
has had an extensive career in
Connecticut Republican politics. In
January 2003, he formed a political
consulting firm . The Vinco Group,
LLC, in which he serves as senior
partner and in November of 2005,
Gallo accepted the chairmanship of
Connecticut’s GOP.

ETA
Lehigh University
Eta undergraduates and alumni
joined together for a networking
social and Founders’ Day Banquet,
which allowed brothers to discuss
the various industries and career
paths available to them . Alumni
learned the many talents of the
undergrads, while undergrads had
the chance to learn of industry
trends and job and internship
opportunities.

The Philadelphia section of the
American Society of Civil Engineers
cited Philip Gauffreau ’84 as its
2006 Geotechnical Engineer of the
Year. Gauffreau serves as principal
engineer at NTH Consultants Ltd ,
where he’s responsible for the
planning and supervision of field
investigations and test borings,
test pits, settlement analysis,
bearing capacity determination ,
foundation systems, slope stability,
soil improvements, grouting,
geosynthetics, sinkhole remediation ,
construction quality assurance and
lab testing of materials. In addition ,
Gauffreau is vice chair of the
Delaware Valley Geoinstitute, the
Sections’ Technical Group for the
geotechnical specialty.
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TAU
University of Pennsylvania

Todd David Simon ’86 is president of
OSSalesCo, a company affiliated with
Omaha Steaks International, where
he serves as senior vice president ,
He has also remained active as
president of the Bemis Center for
Contemporary Arts, vice president
of Jewish Family Service of Omaha,
membership chair of YPO Nebraska
and has recently joined the board of
directors of the United Way of the
Midlands.

X

EPSILON
University of California
Berkeley

Adam Blankman ’92 has established
himself as an innovative jazz vocalist
in the Bay Area. While in college,
he sang in several vocal ensembles,
including the Cal Jazz Choir. Also
a songwriter, Blankman is known
for his witty lyrics and creative
improvisation . He has recorded a
CD, “ The Gift,” to document his
inventive and exuberant musical
style, while also commemorating the
birth of his son .
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OMICRON
University of Illinois

In October 2006, Rob Bohnsack
92 became pastor of First
Presbyterian Church of Fort
Walton Beach , Florida, while he
continues to serve as a chaplain
in the United States Air Force
Reserve. Previously Bohnsack
was an associate pastor of Market
Street Presbyterian Church in
Lima, Ohio.

wind energy company. He returned
to the West Coast after living
in Florida, England , Texas and
Virginia.

’

Hie Chicago Tribune recently
published an article featuring
I,owell B. Komie, father of David

'

Komie ’92, who was mentored
by Allan Seager, Phi ’29. Seager,
a novelist , published more than
80 short stories in publications
including Esquire , The New
Yorker, The Atlantic and Sports
Illustrated.

Lawrence R. “ Bud Hatch 34
was named in the first class
of the Champaign County Bar
Association ’s “ Pillars of the Bar."
”

x

Bryce I). Stevens ’91 is vice
president of operations for Frails,
com, Inc., the parent company of
several popular online subscription
services and websites including
Trails.com , AllGetaways.com and
GolfLink.com. Stevens co-founded
Trails.com with Doug Colbeck ‘91
in 1999 and hired Andrew Weber,
Zeta ‘93, in 2001. Based in Seattle,
the company has 11 employees.

Christian Lee Werner ’00 and his
wife Michelle are in the U .S. Army
and were recently reassigned
from Germany to Hawaii. He is
commanding a Stryker Brigade
Cavalry Troop.

x
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ZETA ZETA
•

University of British Columbia

Adam Cseke ’07 is an avid curler,
competing in five tournaments in
the past year.

mentioned that he was interested
in the law, I offered him an
internship. Mike’s research was
instrumental in completing the
book.” One wacky label finalist in
the 9th annual contest was, “ Never
try to catch a falling knife.”

After retiring from Hyatt
International , where he worked in
development for 20 years, Michael
B. Evanoff ’(58 is now managing
director of a private equity fund ,
Singapore Residential Pte. Limited ,
where he provides consulting
services with respect to hotel
development and acquisitions.
Evanoff s principal residence is in
Singapore, but he got the chance
to attend the Michigan / Michigan
State football game where he saw
many brothers. Additionally, each
year he goes on a hunting trip with
Doug Nelson ’67, Jan Benedict ’66
and Dirry Lenick ’66. He hopes to
connect with other Psi U brothers
in Southeast Asia.

X
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THETA THETA
University of Washington

Michael Homans ’86, an
employment attorney, won an
important employment law victory
in federal court after battling for
his clients’ equal rights for almost
three years. Four white men, all
former purchasing managers for
the Philadelphia school district,
won their case and a $2.96 million
verdict on claims of “ reverse" race
discrimination and retaliation.
Gary Evert 88 has moved to Japan
(he speaks Japanese fluently)
from Honda’s Ohio engineering
facility to oversee the development
of Honda’s newest SUV. It was
Evert ’s American point of view that
was key to making Acura’s first
turbocharged engine, the Acura
RDX, competitive with its global
’

counterparts.
Ty Daul ’89 is vice president of
business development for a leading

Richard A. Mundie ’63 moved to
Beijing, China, to open an office for
a Canadian mining company.
Hugh Millar ’65 retired from social
work in 2004. He is now president
of the board of Eldercollege
at Capilano College in North
Vancouver and also volunteers with
emergency services of the North
Shore.
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EPSILON NU
State University
Michigan
\

President of M - LAW ( Michigan
Lawsuit Abuse Watch ) , Bob
Dorigo-Jones ’85, is publishing
a book that chronicles some of
the wacky winners of the Annual
Wacky Warning Label Contest ,
which is sponsored by M- I AW.

Said Dorigo-Jones, “ Mike Dalere
’05 served as my research assistant
for this project. Coincidentally,
Mike and I met at our Founders’
Day last year, and , after he

THETA EPSILON
University of Southern
California

Now that he has his master’s
degree from USC , Lee Diaz,
Lambda Sigma ’99 (Pepperdine) ,
is on a quest to connect with
Theta Epsilon brothers. Diaz is
interested in collecting stories,
photos and memorabilia from the
chapter to catalogue the materials
and preserve them in the archives
at the International Office. Stuart
Clarke, Theta Theta ’51-Theta
Epsilon has donated a large box
of Theta Epsilon materials, but
Diaz suspects there is more out
there sitting in brothers’ attics and
garages. Please contact Lee Diaz
flmdiaz@ pacbell. net ) if you know
of any materials.

x

CHI DELTA
3 Duke University
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The Chi Delta hosted a forum
on religion with Phi Delta Theta.
Additionally, brothers participated
in Relay for Life; hosted “ Plato’s
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Garden ,” a multicultural event for
professors and students to share research
and travel experiences; and spent
many afternoons with nursing home
residents in their “ Adopt a Grandparent ”
community service program.

EPSILON NU REUNION
Michigan State alumni and their wives traveled
to Chicago in August to celebrate 50 years of
Psi Upsilon brotherhood.
L-R ; Dave Brogan ' 56, Jack Miller ' 57,
Ed James ' 57, Frank Caravette '58. From
composites and nametogs to scheduled
activities, no detail was too small for the team
of Caravette, James and Miller who organized
the first class event.

*
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JOHNSON COMPLETES APPALACHIAN
TRAIL HIKE
Chris Johnson, Omicron ‘04 ( University of
Illinois) hiked the Appalachian Trail from
Springer Mountain, Georgia, to Mt. Katahdin,
Maine. He began on March 11, 2006 with
very little prior hiking experience. After the first
week he got into his hiking routine covering 8
to 12 miles a day. Over time his daily mileage
increased 15 miles a day, and sometimes
20-30. The Appalachian Trail goes through the
town of Hanover, New Hampshire, and post Psi
Upsilon's Zeta chapter house. Johnson knocked
on the door and met some of the brothers who
invited him to spend the night at the house.
About a month later on September 18, 2006,
Johnson reoched the summit of Mt. Katahdin,
the northern terminus of the trail. The trek took
192 days from start to finish. Johnson says,
"It was an awesome experience and something
that I can look back on fondly for the rest of my
life." Pictures can be found on his trail journal at
http://www.trailjournals.com/mrparkay.
Johnson lives in Knoxville, Tennessee, and is
studying for the LSAT.
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Peter Broadbent 73 has been reelected as chairman of the business law
section of the Virginia State Bar. He
has also been recognized in Virginia
2006 Super Lawyers as one of the top
five percent of lawyers in Virginia for
his practice in utilities law. Broadbent
practices business, intellectual property,
governmental and communications law as
a partner with Christian & Barton, L.L. P.
in Richmond.
Geoffrey Heintzelman ’91 accepted a
position as senior scientist with Aerie
Pharmaceuticals in North Carolina’s
Research Triangle Park.
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EPSILON IOTA
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

The Epsilon Iota is participating in a
unique fundraising auction to meet the
goal of renovating one of the bathrooms
in the chapter house. The alumni
association is hosting an auction that asks
for sponsorship of particular components
of said bathroom , such as walls, floors,
toilet, bathtub, etc. Sponsors will be
recognized at Founders’ Day when a
second auction will be held for smaller
items, like a shower curtain .
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KAPPA PHI
Pennsylvania State University

Charles R . Sheard ’89 is a partner at
Greenberg Traurig, LLP, an international,
full-service law firm with 1,500 attorneys
and governmental affairs professionals in
The Americas, Europe and Asia.

x

BETA KAPPA
Washington State University

Kristopher Baier ’98 is completing his
degree in student affairs administration
from Western Washington University.
He continues to work as senior
admissions counselor with his alma
mater, Washington State University,
where he was awarded a length of service
award after celebrating five years of
recruiting. The university made dramatic
improvements to standardized test scores
and GPA standards in this time.
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G\MBDA SIGMA

\s Pepperdine University

t&i * *
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Jeremy Snow ’07, Edward Oh ’06, Eric
Smith ’06 and Terrence Allen ’07 were
all elected to the Order of Omega Honor
Society. Additionally, Snow was inducted
into the Psi Chi Honor Society for
psychology majors. Peter Duby ’07 was
elected vice president of finance for the
student government.

Terrence Allen ’07 was featured in the
student newspaper s “ Face in the Crowd .”
He is president of the Inter-Fraternity
Council and SLA of Dewey, a member
of SGA and is majoring in sociology and
communication .

x

PHI DELTA
University of Mary Washington

On the weekend of April 14-16, 2006,
more than 80 percent of alumni returned
to campus to commemorate the chapter’s
10th anniversary. Events included a
barbecue, kickball game and banquet
dinner. The Covenant ceremony was
performed , followed by speeches, awards
and a toast to 10 successful years and the
future of the chapter.

Marc Kokosky ’02 works for the U.S.
Civilian Research & Development
Foundation in Washington , D.C., assisting
former Soviet weapons researchers to
convert to civilian , non-weapon research .
He has visited Moldova , Kyrgyzstan ,
Georgia and Armenia and is enrolled
at the Kogod School of Business at
American University, where he’s
pursuing an MBA in international finance
and international management .

T (J) SIGMA PHI PROVISIONAL

^

CHAPTER
St. Francis University

The Sigma Phi Provisional Chapter
took second place in its homecoming
parade and also in a Greek dodge ball
tournament. The Sigma Phi Provisional
Chapter is now the largest fraternity
group on the St . Francis University
campus, and soon the group will be
joining with the Dorothy Day Center to
assist impoverished families.

Upcoming £
Chapters and alumni association may submit notices
of upcoming events to be posted here. Contact the
international Office at 317.571 . 1833 , or by e-mail
at intl . _ofc @ psiu .org.

April 14, 2007 Chi Delta ( Duke ) Alumni Weekend, Durham, NC
April 21, 2007

Epsilon lota ( RPI ) Founders' Day, Russell Sage Dining

Hall at RPI Albany, NY

April 28, 2007
Washington D .C.

Executive Council and Foundation Board meetings,

June 1- 3, 2007 lota ( Kenyon College ) Reunion Weekend, Gambier, OH

PSI UPSILON CHAPTER ROLL
THETA, Union College
DELTA, New York University
BETA OWL CLUB, Yale University
SIGMA, Brown University
GAMMA , Amherst College
ZETA Dartmouth College
LAMBDA, Columbia University
KAPPA Bowdoin College
PSI , Hamilton College

XI , Wesleyan University
ALPHA, Harvard University
UPSILON , University of Rochester
IOTA, Kenyon College
PHI , University of Michigan
OMEGA University of Chicago
PI , Syracuse University
CHI , Cornell University
BETA BETA, Trinity College

ETA Lehigh University

June 2, 2007 Theta ( Union College ) Spring Banquet, Schenectady, NY

June 28- July 2, 2007 164 th Convention and 2007 Leadership
Institute Boston, MA

September 22, 2007 The Goodole Literary Association Golf Outing
Coopersburg, PA

November 10, 2007 Sigma ( Brown University )
7th Annual Old Guard Dinner Dance, Providence Rl

November 16, 2007 Theta Theta ( Washington ) Founders' Day
Seattle, WA

November 16-18, 2007 Lehigh Lafayette Homecoming and
Reunion, Bethleham, PA
-

December 27, 2007 98th Psi Upsilon Holiday Party Elmira, NY

1833
1837
1839
1840
1841
1842
1842
1843
1843
1843
1850
1858
1860
1865
1869
1875
1876
1880
1884
1891
1891
1896
1902
1910
1913
1916
1920
1928
1935
1943
1949
1952
1970
1970
1973
1981
1982
1984
1989
1991
1992
1996

TAU, University of Pennsylvania
MU, University of Minnesota
RHO, University of Wisconsin
EPSILON , University of California at Berkeley
OMICRON, University of Illinois
DELTA DELTA Williams College
THETA THETA, University of Washington
NU, University of Toronto
EPSILON PHI , McGill University
ZETA ZETA. University of British Columbia
EPSILON NU . Michigan State University
EPSILON OMEGA Northwestern University
THETA EPSILON , Univ.of Southern California
NU ALPHA, Washington and Lee University
GAMMA TAU , Georgia Institute of Technology
CHI DELTA Duke University
ZETA TAU, Tufts University
EPSILON IOTA Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst.
PHI BETA College of William and Mary
KAPPA PHI, Pennsylvania State University
BETA KAPPA, Washington State University
BETA ALPHA, Miami University of Ohio
PHI DELTA , University of Mary Washington
1998
IAMBDA SIGMA, Pepperdine University
ALPHA OMICRON , NJ Institute of Technology 1999
SIGMA PHI Provisional , St. Francis University
Bold denotes active chapters
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2 0 0 7 I BOSTON I June 28 - July 2, 2007 | Hyatt Regency Boston
Registration details available at www . psiu . org
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